
CANDU operating training staff from Canada and Romania had an 
opportunity to connect, share information and take lessons learned 
back home early this past summer at the COG Operator Training 
Workshop, June 28-29.

The event featured keynote speaker Glenn Jager, President of 
Ontario Power Generation (OPG) Nuclear and Chief Nuclear Officer.

Jager welcomed both the international flavour and diversity of 
industry participants, giving recognition to the value of bringing 
diverse perspectives together in learning and collaboration.

“Operational Excellence is achieved through continuous learning 
and a drive for continuous improvement,” Jager said.  “It also involves 
recognizing the importance of operating experience and the need to 
incorporate of lessons learned to avoid mistakes of the past.  

“Forums such as this Trainer Workshop enable you to collaborate 
with your peers in the Training field.  Here you can share your experi-
ence, your initiatives and your innovations that will become the tools 
and best practices needed to driving excellence in Operator Training 
across the CANDU fleet. “ 

As well, Jager provided an overview of OPG’s new strategic direc-
tion – Power with a Purpose, and explained in detail how operator 
training dovetails into the four imperatives: Operational Excellence, 
Project Excellence, Financial Strength, and Social Licence.

Training topics included nuclear refurbishment, non-licensed 
operator training, simulator and fuel handling training and the 
certification exams. Each of the participant organizations provided an 
update on their activities.

The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission provided the regulator’s 
perspective on operator training including upcoming changes to the regulatory framework. 

The workshop also provided participants an opportunity to share the techniques they are using and new technologies being em-
ployed at their stations.

At OPG, for example, operators use robotics to perform activities such as radiation surveys, leak searches and equipment repairs in 
high dose areas to eliminate operator exposure. 

In addition to the presentation and workshops, the two-day event also included tours of the Darlington and Pickering simulators 
and the Non-Licensed Operator Training Facility. At the facility, operators learn to perform hands-on activities that develop their human 
performance skills including use of event-free tools.

COG will host the biannual event again in 2018. 

Training the trainers
63 operator trainers converge to share OPEX and learn from industry leaders

Photos: TOP: Lorne Cunliffe explains the capabilities of the upgraded Fuel 
Handling panels in the Pickering 14 simulator.
Middle: George Cocossis explains the hands-on operator training capabilities at 
the 890 Brock Road training facility.
Bottom: President OPG Nuclear & CNO Glenn Jager speaks to participants 
about his own experience in operations. 
OPG’s Kevin Lemkay and Andy Moeck (not shown) made the event possible.
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